Abstract. This is the first part in a series of three articles in which are studied the domains of monogenicity for the n-Cauchy-Fueter operator. Using the twistor theory, we will in this article show that for a given open subset U of H n , there is an open subset H(U ), called the monogenic hull of U , of M C 2n×2 = H n ⊗ C such that each monogenic function in U extends to a unique pair of holomorphic functions on H(U ).
Introduction
We will write H n = {(q 1 , . . . , q n ) : q ℓ = x ℓ 0 + ix ℓ 1 + jx ℓ 2 + kx ℓ 3 ∈ H, ℓ = 1, . . . , n}. Let U be an open subset of H n and ψ : U → H be smooth. We put the n-Cauchy-Fueter operator. If Dψ = 0, then ψ is called monogenic (or regular ) and we denote by R(U ) the space of monogenic functions in U . See [3] , [4] , [6] and [7] for some background on this operator. Fixing a linear isomorphism H → C 2 as in Section 2.1, the function ψ corresponds to a pair of functions ψ A ′ : U → C, A = 0, 1. If ψ ∈ R(U ), then it is well known that ψ 0 ′ , ψ 1 ′ are analytic and since H n ⊗ R C is isomorphic to the space M C 2n×2 of complex 2n×2 matrices, there is an open set U C ⊂ M C 2n×2 and unique holomorphic functions ψ C A ′ : U C → C such that U C ∩ H n = U and ψ C A ′ | U = ψ A ′ , A = 0, 1. The main result of this paper is (see Theorem 2.1) that there is an open subset H(U ) of M C 2n×2 , called the monogenic hull of U , with H(U ) ∩ H n = U such that each monogenic function in U extends to a pair of holomorphic functions in H(U ).
If n = 1, then it is easy to see that H(U ) is maximal among all open subsets of M C
2×2 which satisfy the extension requirement (see Example 2.2). If n > 1, then the situation is more subtle. This is related to the fact that D is an overdetermined operator and Hartog's phenomenon holds for monogenic functions (this is originally due to [13] , see also [6, Theorem 3.3.5] , [17] and [18] ). Hence, the theory of monogenic functions of several quaternionic variables is parallel to the theory of holomorphic functions. Actually, we will use in the third part of the series [16] the main result of this article to show that any domain of monogenicity 1 is pseudoconvex 2 . In order to prove the main result, we will use the twistor theory as in [9] , see also [1] , [2] , [8] [18] and [19] . Recall [5, Section 4.4.9] that there is a fiber bundle S 2 → U τ − → U , called the twistor space, associated to the flat almost quaternionic structure over U . The total space U carries a tautological almost complex structure which is integrable and thus, U is a complex manifold. In this article we will view U as an open submanifold of CP 2n+1 . The hardest part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is (see Theorem 5.2) to show that there is an isomorphism
where L is a certain holomorphic line bundle over U . This extends results given in ( [12] ). The isomorphism (1.3) is given by some completely explicit integral formula and is coming from the Penrose transform.
In the second part [15] of the series, we will exploit the twistor theory furthermore. Using L 2 estimates as in [11] , we will show that H 2 ( U , L) = 0 when U is pseudoconvex and from this information we will conclude that U is a domain of monogenicity.
Notation
• M T n×k = matrices of size n × k with coefficients in a field T • T * = T \ {0} • Sp(1) = the group of unit quaternions
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2. n-Cauchy-Fueter operator 2.1. Some background on quaternions. Let ℜH and ℑH be the subspace of real and imaginary quaternions, respectively. We denote by (x, y) := ℜ(xy), x, y ∈ H n the standard real inner product and by x := (x, x) the associated norm. We will always view H n as a right H-vector space and 1 Loosely speaking, we call the open set U a domain of monogenicity if there is no open subset V of H n with U V such that the restriction map R(V ) → R(U ) is surjective. See [15] or [16] for a precise definition.
2
We call U pseudoconvex if it admits a smooth exhausting H-plurisubharmonic function or equivalently, δ −2 is H-plurisubharmonic where δ is the usual distance function to the boundary of U . See [16] C as the subalgebra of H generated by i. Then H n is a complex vector space of dimension 2n and the map
is a C-linear isomorphism. Using the notation set in Introduction, we may write
The map H n → H n , w → wk corresponds to
As any H-linear map H k → H n is also complex linear, there is an injective homomorphism of algebras M H n×k ֒→ M C 2n×2k . On the other hand, a complex linear map A : C 2k → C 2n is H-linear if and only if
and more generally:
). We will use the isomorphisms in (2.5) without further comment. Given
This shows that M C 2n×2k = M H n×k ⊗ R C and thus, we can view a matrix z ∈ M C 2n×2k as a pair (x, y) where x, y ∈ H n . We will do that without further comment. We will work with the norm (x, y) C :=
2.2. n-Cauchy-Fueter operator and the monogenic hull. Given ψ : U → H, there are unique functions ψ A ′ : U → C, A = 0, 1 so that ψ = ψ 0 ′ + kψ 1 ′ . Using 2.2, we see that Dψ = 0 if and only if
for every ℓ = 1, . . . , n. As M C 2n×2 is the complexification of the totally real submanifold H n and any monogenic function is real analytic, it follows that there is an open subset U C of M C 2n×2 with a pair of holomorphic functions
Conversely, if (ψ C A ′ ) A=0,1 are holomorphic in U C and are null solutions of (2.8), then the restriction of these functions to U is monogenic. If V is an open subset of M C 2n×2 , then we put
It follows from the definition that H(U ) is open, U = H(U ) ∩ H n and that H(U ) = x∈U ∁ H(H n \ {x}). Consider also the following example.
Example 2.1. Let U be an open subset of H. Since det(x, y) := x − y + 2i(x, y), it is clear that H(H * ) = GL(2, C). As GL(2, C) is the complement of the analytic variety {z 00 The main result of this article is the following Theorem.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will occupy the rest of this article. Let us consider the following example. 
which is monogenic in H * . Hence, the corresponding complex functions are
The holomorphic extension of E to GL(2, C) is
Lemma 2.2. Let U be an open subset of H n . Then, with the notation set above, we have
Proof. Fix (x, y) ∈ H(U ) and put c := inf q∈ℑH∩Sp(1) δ(x + yq, U ∁ ). Then there are x • ∈ ∂U and q ∈ ℑH ∩ Sp(1) such that
On the other hand, choose (
We put w ′ := x ′′ − x and w ′′ :
Hence, we have the following Corollary 2.1. If ψ is a monogenic function in the ball B r := {x ∈ H n : x < r}, then the Taylor series 3 of ψ centered at 0 converges in B r √ 2 to ψ.
Notice that Corollary 2.1 is in accordance with [10] .
The Penrose transform for the n-Cauchy-Fueter operator
In Section 3.1 we will review some well known material on sheaf cohomology groups of holomorphic line bundles over the Riemann sphere and provide some elementary proofs which will be used afterwards.
3.1. Complex projective line. We will use the standard homogeneous coordinates on CP 1 and put
1] if and only if z = w −1 . Hence, we can view X 0 and X 1 as C and we will do that without further comment.
We will denote by Q k , k ∈ Z the holomorphic line bundle over CP 1 with the transition function z −k in X 0 ∩ X 1 . This means that smooth functions
The section is holomorphic if both functions are holomorphic.
We will denote by Λ (0,1) CP 1 the vector bundle of (0, 1)-forms over CP 1 , i.e. the fiber of this bundle over x ∈ CP 1 is the vector space of all complex anti-linear maps T x CP 1 → C. The bundle Λ (0,1) CP 1 is trivialized by dz over X 0 and by dw over X 1 with dw = −z −2 dz in X 0 ∩ X 1 . It follows that a global smooth section of Λ (0,1) (Q k ) := Λ (0,1) CP 1 ⊗ Q k is then given by a pair (f 0 dz, f 1 dw) where f i : X i → C, i = 0, 1 are smooth and
We denote by
the corresponding spaces of global sections. The Dolbeault complex is
We put
is the space of global holomorphic sections of Q k . CP 1 can be also viewed as a 1-point compactification of C = X 0 with the point ∞ = [0 : 1] at infinity, i.e. X 0 is an open and dense subset of CP 1 and thus each smooth section of a vector bundle over CP 1 is uniquely determined by its restriction to X 0 . Lemma 3.1. Let k ∈ Z and f 0 : U 0 → C be smooth.
(a) If f 0 extends to a global smooth section of Q k , then
where w = z −1 = 0 and ℓ ∈ Z. Thus, (3.3) is equal to lim w→0 w −k−ℓ f 1 (w) = f 1 (0) lim w→0 w −k−ℓ and the first claim follows.
(b) If (f 0 dz, f 1 dw) ∈ E (0,1) (CP 1 , Q k ), then we find that z ℓzn f 0 (z) = −w −k−ℓw−n+2 f 1 (w) where w = z −1 = 0 and ℓ ∈ Z. It follows that the limit in (3.4) is equal to
. By Lemma 3.1, it follows that the integral (3.5)
defined above descends to linear isomorphism
Proof. If ω is exact, say ∂zf 0 = h 0 where f 0 : X i → C is smooth, then by Stokes' theorem (see [11, Section 1.3] ):
where S 1 R = {z ∈ C : |z| = R}. Since ℓ + 1 < −k, it follows by Lemma 3.1(a) that lim R→+∞ R ℓ+1 |f 0 (Re it )| = 0 and thus the map (3.6) descends to cohomology.
It is easy to see that the map (3.6) is onto and thus, it remains to show that it is injective. Let us assume that a 0 = · · · = a −k−2 = 0. By [11 
Example 3.1. Notice that the map
where [ ] denotes the corresponding cohomology class, is inverse to the isomorphism H 1 (CP 1 , Q −3 ) → C 2 from Lemma 3.2.
3.2. Double fibration diagram and correspondence. Using (2.1), there is a well defined embedding ι : HP n ֒→ V 2 (C 2n+2 ) where HP n is the quaternionic projective space in dimension n and V 2 (C 2n+2 ) is the Grassmannian of complex 2-dimensional subspaces in C 2n+2 . We will view H n as the standard affine subset {[1 : q 1 : · · · : q n ] : q ℓ ∈ H, ℓ = 1, . . . , n} of HP n . Now consider the map
where we denote by square brackets the complex linear subspace spanned by the columns of the given (2n + 2) × 2-matrix. The map identifies M C
2n×2
with an open, dense and affine subset of V 2 (C 2n+2 ) which we for brevity also denote by M C 2n×2 and we will view a 2n × 2-matrix as the corresponding 2-plane in C 2n+2 without further comment. Altogether, there are inclusions (3.9)
. where the embedding H n ֒→ M C 2n×2 is given in (2.5)
Consider the double fibration diagram (3.10)
where F 1,2 is the flag manifold of nested subspaces (ℓ, Σ) where ℓ ∈ CP n , Σ ∈ V 2 (C 2n+2 ) and ℓ ⊂ Σ. The maps η and τ are the obvious projections. The space on the left hand side is called the twistor space and the space in the middle upstairs is called the correspondence space.
Let U c ⊂ V 2 (C 2n+2 ). We putÛ c := τ −1 (U c ) and U c := η(Û c ) so there is another diagram
We for clarity put H n := H n , M C 2n×2 := M C 2n×2 and Σ := {Σ} where Σ ∈ V 2 (C 2n+2 ). By definition, Σ is the set of all complex projective lines which are contained in Σ and thus, Σ is biholomorphic to CP 1 . If Σ is the 2-plane on the right hand side of (3.8), then Σ is the image of the embedding
It is easy to see that there is a biholomorphism (3.13)
so that τ |Û c :Û c → U c corresponds to the projection onto the first factor. 
It is clear that
− − → U is the canonical projection onto the second factor. We will viewÛ i := X i × U = C × U, i = 0, 1 as open subsets ofÛ . It is easy to see that U i := η(Û i ) = U ∩ W i , i = 0, 1 and that η restricts to mapsÛ 0 → U 0 andÛ 1 → U 1 which are given by (3.16) (z,
respectively. Using the notation from (3.14) and (3.15), we have
and conversely
where i = 1, . . . , n. It is now clear that the mapsÛ i → U i , i = 0, 1 are diffeomorphisms and hence, we get the following important Lemma. We can now give an equivalent characterization of the monogenic hull associated to U . 
Proof. First of all, it is clear that H n = M C 2n×2 = W 0 ∪ W 1 and that H n = Σ∈H n Σ where the sum is disjoint. Hence, if we denote by Σ ℓ ∈ HP n the unique quaternionic line which contains ℓ ∈ CP 2n+1 , then we have
where we put U ∁ := H n \ U . Thus if Σ = (x, y) where x, y ∈ C 2n = H n , then it is enough to show that (3.19) {Σ ℓ : ℓ ∈ Σ} = {x + yq : q ∈ ℑH ∩ Sp(1)}.
Recall (2.5) that Σ = (x, y) by definition means that Σ = M(x) + iM(y)
where M(x) = (x|K(x)), i.e. the first column of M(x) ∈ M C 2n×2 is x and the second column is K(x). Observe that iM(y) = (iy| − K(iy)). It is a straighforward computation to verify that
By (2.1), K(iy) ∈ C 2n corresponds to yik = −yj ∈ H n and thus, we see that i(αᾱ − ββ)y − 2βᾱK(iy) ∈ C 2n corresponds to
Now it is easy to see that (3.19) holds.
4. Dolbeault complex over the twistor space 4.1. Filtration of the vector bundle of (0, q)-forms. By Lemma 3.3, there are diffeomorphisms U ∼ =Û ∼ = CP 1 × U and we for brevity denote the composition U ∼ =Û τ − → U also by τ as there is no risk of confusion. Also recall Section 3.3 that U = U 0 ∪ U 1 and that
The composition ζ :
where the second map is the canonical projection, is the restriction of the canonical projection
. We see that ζ is holomorphic and thus L k := ζ * Q k , k ∈ Z is a holomorphic vector bundle over U . By (3.1), it follows that a pair of smooth functions f i :
As U is an open subset of the complex manifold CP 2n+1 , then T U C := T U ⊗ C = T (1,0) ⊕ T (0,1) where T (0,1) and T (1,0) is the (+i)-eigenspace and (−i)-eigenspace with respect to the canonical almost complex structure on T U C , respectively. We denote by Λ (0,q) the vector bundle over U whose fiber over ℓ consists of all skew-symmetric complex anti-linear maps ⊗ q T ℓ U → C.
Even though the projection τ : U → U is not holomorphic, it is a submersive surjection with fibers diffeomorphic to CP 1 . This induces a surjective vector bundle map T τ C : T U C → T U C . It follows that ker(T τ C ) is a subbundle of T U C of rank 1 and thus, K := ker(T τ C ) ⊥ ∩ Λ (0,1) is a subbundle of Λ (0,1) of co-dimension 1 which induces a short exact sequence
and more generally,
Let us now consider the bundles K and Λ We denote by dz, dX i 0 , i = 1, . . . , 2n the dual co-framing by (0, 1)-forms which trivialize Λ (0,1) over U 0 . From (3.18) , it follows that the bundle T 0,1 is over U 1 spanned by the anti-holomorphic vector fields
We denote by dw, dX i 1 , i = 1, . . . , 2n the dual co-framing over U 1 by (0, 1)-forms.
We see that ker(T τ C ) is over U 0 spanned by ∂ z , ∂z and by ∂ w , ∂w over U 1 . Hence, K is over U 0 spanned by dX 1 0 , . . . , dX 2n 0 and by dX 1 1 , . . . , dX 2n 1 over U 1 . Notice that over U 0 ∩ U 1 : It also follows that the complex line bundle Λ 0,1 τ is over U 0 spanned by dz + K and by dw + K over U 1 . As there is no risk of confusion, we will for brevity write dz and dw instead of dz + K and dw + K, respectively.
Dolbeault complex.
Let us for brevity put L := L −3 . We will use the following conventions:
where * ∈ { , K, τ }. The filtration (4.3) turns the Dolbeault complex into a filtered complex:
We put:
We will for brevity write∂ o :=∂ i o , i = 0, 1, . . .
5.
Integral formula for the n-Cauchy-Fueter operator
which is by Theorem 3.4 equivalent to Σ ⊂ U . Recall (3.12) that Σ is equal to the image of the embedding ι Σ :
Hence, there is a well defined composition of maps
where the first map is the pullback associated to ι Σ , the second map is the canonical projection and the last map is the isomorphism from Lemma 3.2. As in Section 3.1, we may assume that −k − 1 > 0 so that (5.1) is non-zero. Let us now assume that Σ ∈ U . As (5.1) depends smoothly on Σ, it induces
The integral converges as the functions h i : U i → C, i = 0, 1 satisfy the compatibility condition
and so one can use the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Proof. We will prove only the exactness of (5.4) as, using
, the proof of the exactness of (5.5) is analogous. As H 0 (CP 1 , Q −3 ) is zero, it follows that also ker(∂ o ) is zero. As τ * is obviously surjective (see also (5.6) below), it remains to show that ker(τ * ) = im(∂ o ).
Let ω be as in (5.2). Using Cauchy's integral formula and partition of unity underlying the open cover {X i : i = 0, 1} of CP 1 , it is easy to construct
Moreover, if ψ A ′ = 0, A = 0, 1, then arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, one can find functions t i : U i → C such that ∂zt 0 = 0 and ∂wt 1 = 0 and
Using (3.7), it is clear that
(1 + ww) 3 is a splitting of the map τ * • π τ . It is then straightforward to verify that there is a commutative diagram
where D is the n-Cauchy-Fueter operator.
Theorem 5.2. Consider
If Ω ∈ E (0,1) ( U , L) is closed, then τ * • π τ (Ω) ∈ R(U ) and the composition (5.8) induces isomorphism (5.9)
Proof. The first claim is an easy consequence of the commutativity of (5.7). By (5.4), it follows that τ * • π τ (Ω) = 0 provided that Ω is exact. We see that (5.9) is injective and it remains to show surjectivity. So assume that (ψ A ′ ) A=0,1 is monogenic in U and put Ω := (ψ A ′ ) ♯ A=0,1 for brevity. Then by the commutativity of (5.7) again, τ * • π τ •∂(Ω) = 0 and by the exactness of (5.5), it follows that there is θ ∈ E Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, it follows that τ C * • π τ (Ω) = 0 whenever Ω is exact. On the other hand, if Ω is closed, then it is easy to see that τ C * • π τ (Ω) is holomorphic and thus, τ C * induces a map (5.12)
Differentiating under the integral sign in (5.11), we see that D C τ C * •π τ ([Ω]) = 0. Hence, the map (5.12) takes values in R C (H(U )) and we obtain a commutative diagram
where the vertical arrow is the restriction map. Since the diagonal arrow is an isomorphism, it follows that the restriction map is surjective. As it is obviously injective, it is an isomorphism and thus, Theorem 2.1 follow.
Notice that we have also shown Lemma 5.3. The map (5.12) induces isomorphism
